
                                    

 

 

 

little me day nurseries 
NEWSLETTER January 2020 

CANADA WATER 

Our nursery themes this month were:  

I am Special, Cooking & Baking, Healthy Eating, Gardens & Outdoors 

We also celebrated Chinese New Year 

 

French:  

Toddlers and Pre-school have been learning some words related to family, toys 

and feelings, they have also been singing songs about the family, teddy bear, 

happy and you know it, ring a ring o roses. The family topic will continue 

through next month.  They will be introduced to a French story Bonne Nuit -

Good night story, where they will learn some new words.  The children can sing 

confidently doing all the actions to the Bonjour song that kicks off every lesson.  

They also have been singing the ladder song , that helps with counting  up to 10 

and most of them can count very well and revising colours using scarves as 

props. Some children can introduce themselves in French, others when 

prompted. Pre-school have been handed some worksheets to take home and 

complete. 

Babies and Teenies continue to practise Salut Bebe song, through cuddles with 

our friendly bear Marcel.  They have also been learning some words related to 

family and toys and the teddy bear song with each baby holding a teddy bear 

and trying to do the actions. They will be introduced to the Bonne Nuit story in 

French – Good night story.  The highlight of the lesson for them is popping the 

bubbles as the Goodbye song is played, it’s the most fun part of the lesson. Of 

course it’s also great for hand-eye coordination. 

Yoga: Unfortunately our yoga teacher is unable to continue with sessions at 

Canada Water so the children enjoyed dance and music sessions with Jumping 

Beans until we find a replacement yoga teacher. 

 

 

 

photos 
we only have permission from very few 

parents for us to use photos of the children.  

If you would like to change your permission 

please speak to the office so that we can 

include them in our monthly newsletter. 


